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Abstract. A methodology to detect local incompleteness of
macroseismic intensity data at the local scale is presented.
In particular, the probability that undocumented effects actu-
ally occurred at a site is determined by considering intensity
prediction equations (in their probabilistic form) integrated
by observations relative to known events documented at sur-
rounding sites. The outcomes of this analysis can be used to
investigate how representative and known the seismic his-
tories of localities are (i.e., the list of documented effects
through time). The proposed approach is applied to the Ital-
ian area. The analysis shows that, at most of the considered
sites, the effects of intensity ≥ 6 should most probably have
occurred at least once, but they are not contained in the cur-
rent version of the Italian macroseismic databases. In a few
cases, instead, the lack of data may concern higher intensity
levels (i.e., ≥ 8). The geographical distribution of potentially
lost information reflects the heterogeneity of the seismic ac-
tivity over the Italian territory.

1 Introduction

Extending the knowledge of the seismicity of an area as
far back as possible in time is essential in seismological
research, including seismotectonic investigations and seis-
mic hazard assessment. For these purposes, earthquake cat-
alogues spanning hundreds of years represent an essential
complement of instrumental data relative to the last few
decades. The compilation of these catalogues relies on the
analysis of the effects documented on the human and nat-

ural environment during past earthquakes, interpreted and
standardized in terms of macroseismic intensity scales (e.g.,
MCS – Sieberg, 1923; MMI – Wood and Neumann, 1931;
MSK – Medvedev et al., 1964; EMS-98 – Grünthal, 1998).
Intensity data available at different localities for a given
earthquake (intensity data points, hereafter IDPs) can be used
to constrain the respective epicentral location and magnitude
with a variety of methodological approaches (e.g., in recent
years Bakun and Wentworth, 1997; Gasperini et al., 1999,
2010; Provost and Scotti, 2020).

Compared to other regions of the world, the knowledge of
European seismicity is particularly detailed and lengthy (Al-
bini et al., 2013; Locati et al., 2014; Rovida et al., 2020a,
2022a), and Italy stands out from other European countries.
The bulk of the current Italian Parametric Earthquake Cat-
alogue CPTI15 version 4.0 (Rovida et al., 2020b, 2022b)
mostly derives from the harmonization and parametriza-
tion of intensity data contained in the Italian Macroseismic
Database DBMI15 version 4.0 (Locati et. al., 2022). In fact,
the majority of the earthquakes contained in CPTI15, which
spans from 1000 to 2020 CE, is supported by IDPs, in partic-
ular those in the pre-instrumental period, as a result of more
than 45 years of research in the field of historical seismology,
represented in the Italian Archive of Historical Earthquake
Data (ASMI; Rovida et al., 2017). Despite the increase in
the number of macroseismic studies with time, the historical
research has remained anchored to the long tradition of na-
tional and regional seismological compilations, based mainly
on local historiography, summarized in the pioneering work
of Baratta (1901), and had later been influenced by projects
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commissioned for several scopes as, for example, the identifi-
cation of the sites for nuclear power plants in the 1980s (Stuc-
chi, 1993; Camassi, 2004). As a consequence, several inves-
tigations often focused on specific, sometimes limited, geo-
graphical areas. This influences the content of the CPTI15
earthquake catalogue, the completeness of which needs to
be analyzed from both the time and space points of view to
evaluate how representative it is of the actual seismicity (Al-
barello et al., 2001; Stucchi et al., 2004, 2011). In addition,
earthquakes in a given completeness time span and area may
show gaps in terms of documented effects at the sites. The
assessment of earthquake parameters from intensity data is
strictly connected to their reliability, number and spatial dis-
tribution. In Italy, as in the rest of Europe, there are many
earthquakes attested by very few, or even single IDPs, which,
of course, do not constrain the earthquake location and mag-
nitude (Albini and Rovida, 2018; Albini, 2020; Rovida et al.,
2020a). Moreover, the size of the earthquake and the number
of IDPs are not related, and many IDPs might support low-
magnitude earthquakes and vice versa, with high-magnitude
earthquakes that might be represented by one or a few IDPs
that often correspond to the highest available intensities. This
means that several places may not have documented the ef-
fects related to a given event, regardless of its size. Analyz-
ing the undocumented earthquake effects and providing an
estimate in terms of macroseismic intensity represent the ba-
sis for investigating the knowledge of the seismic history of
a given site. Despite this, no such in-depth analysis is yet
available at both European and regional scales.

The aim of this study is proposing a coherent probabilistic
approach to detect sites where seismic effects of past earth-
quakes could be missing, for several reasons. Moreover, it
also provides a deeper insight into the completeness level of
data relative to historical earthquakes, and this may be use-
ful to identify possible biases when incomplete macroseis-
mic data are used for several seismological analyses. An ap-
plication of this approach is here presented, focusing on the
Italian territory. In this area, a huge number of macroseis-
mic intensity data is available, which have been extensively
used for seismic hazard assessment and other seismological
investigations (e.g., D’Amico and Albarello, 2008; Faenza
and Michelini, 2010; Gomez-Capera et al., 2020; Oliveti et
al., 2022).

2 The Italian macroseismic data

The historical research in the field of macroseismology of
the last few decades led to a wealth of studies that present
data on Italian earthquakes and surrounding areas in a va-
riety of different formats. These studies are inventoried and
gathered in the Italian Archive of Historical Earthquake Data
(ASMI; https://emidius.mi.ingv.it/ASMI/index_en.htm, last
access: 22 March 2023; Rovida et al., 2017), which grants ac-
cess to the information related to more than 6500 earthquakes

that occurred in the Italian area from 461 BC to 2020 CE.
The multiplicity of data contained in ASMI are used for the
compilation of the Italian Macroseismic Database (DBMI)
through an accurate selection of the dataset supporting each
earthquake according to the content, update and thorough-
ness of the available studies.

The latest version of DBMI (DBMI15 v.4.0; Locati et. al.,
2022) makes 123 981 IDPs available, mostly expressed in
the MCS macroseismic scale, related to 3229 earthquakes
in the time window 1000–2020 and referred to 15 343 Ital-
ian localities. These data are the result of 191 different stud-
ies, and most IDPs (i.e., 60 %) come from the recent (1980–
2005) earthquakes provided by the Macroseismic Bulletin of
the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV)
(e.g., Gasparini et al., 2003, 2011) and from the Catalogue
of Strong Earthquakes in Italy CFTI4Med (Guidoboni et al.,
2007). The remaining part consists of intensity data from dif-
ferent studies, dealing with a great number of earthquakes
(e.g., Molin et al., 2008; Camassi et al., 2011; Azzaro and
Castelli, 2015); scientific papers on single earthquakes, areas,
or periods; and macroseismic field surveys of recent earth-
quakes (e.g., Tertulliani et al., 2012). The number of avail-
able data per earthquake and per locality is extremely vari-
able. In particular, 5650 out of the 15 343 sites contained in
DBMI15 (36.8 %) have only one intensity value, 2114 have
two intensity data (13.8 %) and 3207 have more than 10 in-
tensity values (20.9 %). Data contained in DBMI15 are used
for compiling the seismic history of Italian localities, that
is the list of earthquake effects observed in a place through
time, and for assessing macroseismic parameters (epicentral
location and magnitude) of the events listed in the CPTI15
(https://emidius.mi.ingv.it/CPTI15-DBMI15/query_eq/, last
access: 22 March 2023; Rovida et al., 2020b, 2022b). This
catalogue covers the entire Italian territory as well as neigh-
boring areas and seas and counts 4894 earthquakes in the
period 1000–2020, with maximum intensity greater than or
equal to 5 MCS and moment magnitude (Mw) greater than or
equal to 4.

Despite the enormous and unique number of data, their
diverse provenance, the possible gaps in the historical doc-
umentation and its non-systematic investigation affect their
homogeneity in time and space. Assessing the completeness
of intensity data requires a deep knowledge of the local his-
tory of the investigated locality, the preservation of the re-
lated documentation and its thorough analysis. In Italy, such
complex and time-consuming investigations were performed
for 18 localities in the framework of dedicated projects (Al-
bini et al., 2001, 2003). Stucchi et al. (2004) later extrap-
olated these results at the national scale for the assessment
of the historical completeness of the Italian earthquake cat-
alogue. Although the assessment of the historical complete-
ness for all the localities in DBMI15 is hardly feasible, an
overall picture is achievable through the identification and
analysis of earthquake effects that potentially occurred but
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were not documented at a number of sites, as proposed in
this work.

To this purpose, we applied the methodology developed
by Antonucci et al. (2021) to a significant sample of Italian
localities, selected as described in Sect. 4, and considered all
the earthquakes in CPTI15, except volcanic events because
the attenuation of intensity in volcanic areas is different from
that of the Italian territory (e.g., Carletti and Gasperini, 2003;
Azzaro et al., 2006), and earthquakes with instrumental depth
greater than 40 km because they are generally slightly felt
at the surface and thus are likely absent from the historical
records.

3 Estimating intensity values for undocumented effects

Intensity data can be calculated where the effects of a given
earthquake with known location and magnitude are missing.
A common methodology relies on the use of intensity pre-
diction equations (IPEs) for computing an intensity value at
a considered locality as a function of the source-to-site dis-
tance and the magnitude or epicentral intensity of an earth-
quake. The most recent IPE for the Italian area was published
by Pasolini et al. (2008) and is based on a classical func-
tional form, similar to that used for ground motion predic-
tion equations (GMPEs), with the physical terms of geomet-
ric spreading and anelastic attenuation (Mak et al., 2015).
This IPE, recently recalibrated by Lolli et al. (2019) using
the data collected in the DBMI15 v.1.5 (Locati et al., 2016)
and CPTI15 v.1.5 (Rovida et al., 2016, 2020b), was used in
this study.

As extensively discussed in Albarello and
D’Amico (2004) and Antonucci et al. (2021), a way to
express the uncertainties related to each intensity estimation
is using a probabilistic approach. In particular, the intensity
value calculated at the site by the IPE is estimated through a
normal probability distribution using the average µ and the
standard deviation σ determined by Pasolini et al. (2008)
and Lolli et al. (2019) as a function of epicentral parameters
contained in CPTI15.

Furthermore, when the intensity related to a given earth-
quake is not documented at the considered site but is avail-
able at close sites, the value estimated with the IPE can be
constrained with such intensity values (Albarello et al., 2007)
observed in at least one neighboring (within 20 km) locality.
The distance of 20 km was selected through an analysis on
more than 15 000 Italian sites contained in DBMI15. We in-
vestigated the geographic distribution of these localities cal-
culating the number of localities within a set of possible dis-
tance thresholds for every site (Antonucci et al., 2021). In
particular, with a Bayesian approach, it is possible to esti-
mate the discrete probability density distribution pl(Is |Iv) at
a given site, associating to each possible intensity degree Is
at the site s a probability value conditioned by the occurrence

of effects of intensity Iv at nearby sites v:

pl (Is |Iv)= pl (Is)
q (Iv|Is)

12∑
I=1

pl(I )q (Iv|I ) ,

(1)

where pl(Is) is the “prior” normal probability distribution
estimated through the IPE, and the conditional probability
q(Iv|Is) represents the correlation between intensity values
at neighboring localities estimated empirically from a dataset
of earthquakes and their observed IDPs. The latter probabil-
ity is fixed and can be estimated from the relative frequen-
cies of the differences between any pair of intensity values
observed at the nearby sites as reported in DBMI15 (for de-
tails, see Antonucci et al., 2021). In function of the number
of neighboring sites within 20 km of distance, Eq. (1) can be
iteratively applied, substituting the prior distribution pl(Is)
with the output of the preceding estimate. If the intensity
documented at the close sites is uncertain (e.g., 6–7 MCS),
an equal probability is assigned to each of the two contigu-
ous degrees as explained in Antonucci et al. (2021). In other
words, this approach (i) estimates an intensity value at the
considered site from the epicentral location and magnitude
of a given earthquake through an IPE expressed in a proba-
bilistic form and (ii) uses the intensity values documented for
the same event at close localities for constraining the value
obtained through the IPE. Differently from the existing IPEs,
this procedure is thought to better model the non-isotropic
decay of intensity with distance, considering the values doc-
umented at nearby localities. In this way, the seismic history
of any place can be integrated with an estimate of the num-
ber and severity of the earthquake effects that, although not
documented, likely occurred at the site either because they
are reported at nearby localities or because earthquakes of
given magnitudes took place within a certain distance from
the place.

4 Selection of the sample sites

To analyze the number and the entity of undocumented
macroseismic effects that might have occurred in Italy in the
past, a dataset of sample localities was defined. The dataset
was selected according to the geographical distribution of the
localities and the number of associated macroseismic obser-
vations in DBMI15, exclusively based on expert judgment
without the use of automatic procedures. These sites had to
present a homogeneous and dense distribution over the Ital-
ian territory while also finding a good compromise between
main cities and small villages. Moreover, the selection con-
sidered both the differences in the urbanization in Italy and
the distance of 20 km among localities, which is adopted in
the Bayesian procedure for estimating the intensities (An-
tonucci et al., 2021). The selected dataset includes 228 sites
(Table S1 in the Supplement) distributed over the whole Ital-
ian territory, with the exception of localities in the very low-
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Figure 1. Geographical distribution of the 228 selected sites. (a) Number of intensity data greater than or equal to 5 MCS per locality;
numbers in squared brackets indicate the total of the localities in each class of data. (b) Maximum intensity observed at each locality. The
sites cited in the text and borders of administrative regional areas are reported in the maps.

seismicity area of Sardinia that present too few data, and
represents a choice among the localities with (i) the highest
number of intensity data collected in DBMI15 and (ii) their
geographical distribution, also taking into account the dis-
tances from one another. In particular, the seismic histories
of the 228 localities have at least two intensity values greater
than or equal to 5 MCS (Fig. 1) with a total of 10 323 macro-
seismic data ranging in intensity from 2 to 10–11 MCS. In
addition, the 228 sites have 2201 data expressed with non-
conventional descriptive codes (e.g., “HD” for heavy dam-
age; see Locati et al., 2022).

Focusing on the data with observed intensity ≥ 5 MCS
(Fig. 1a), the number of macroseismic observations exceeds
50 at 7 localities only, and 80 sites have less than 10 inten-
sity data, most of them located in northern Italy. In addition,
at almost the totality of selected sites (216 out of 228), ef-
fects of intensity≥ 6 MCS have been documented. Figure 1b
shows that some sites located in the areas with low seismic-
ity (i.e., parts of northern Italy) have observed a maximum
intensity equal to 5 and 6 MCS. On the contrary, many local-
ities placed in part of central and southern Italy have suffered
a maximum intensity greater than or equal to 10 MCS due to
high-seismicity areas.

5 Results

The entity of a given effect is computed at each selected site
for each earthquake in CPTI15 when the respective IDP is
lacking in DBMI15 (see Sect. 3). As a result, the intensities
corresponding to undocumented effects are estimated in two
ways: (i) from earthquake parameters through the adopted
IPE, i.e., effects neither documented at the site nor in the sites
nearby but likely to have happened on the basis of the con-
tent of the earthquake catalogue, and (ii) by integrating the
above information with observations available at other local-
ities within 20 km from the considered site (see Eq. 1). It is
assumed that in the last case, the probability that the consid-
ered intensity threshold has actually been reached is better
constrained than in the former case. Intensity data inferred
from the IPE, either “corrected” with macroseismic observa-
tions available at nearby localities or not, can be considered
“potentially lost” data because, although the locality likely
experienced a given level of shaking as a consequence of a
known earthquake, this is not documented.

5.1 Site-by-site analysis

The earthquake effects at the selected sites can be analyzed
on a site-by-site basis in order to evaluate (i) the number
of undocumented effects at the considered sites and (ii) the
probability that each of these effects might have reached a
given intensity level. In other words, we estimated the prob-
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Figure 2. Probability of undocumented effects with intensity ≥ 6 MCS estimated both with only the use of the IPE (white dots) and with the
Bayesian approach considering also nearby IDPs (black dots) at (a) Susa, (b) Modena, (c) Spoleto and (d) Roccadaspide.

ability of having an undocumented intensity value at each
of the considered sites. Figure 2 shows, as an example, the
results obtained at four sites in terms of the probability of
reaching or exceeding intensity 6 MCS, estimated through
the Bayesian approach described above. These sites (see
Fig. 1 for location) were selected to represent geographical
areas characterized by different levels of seismicity: (i) Susa
in the western Alps, (ii) Modena in the Po Plain, (iii) Spoleto
in the central Apennines and (iv) Roccadaspide in southern
Italy.

As shown in Fig. 2, the undocumented effects at the four
sites are quite different in terms of both the total number
and the exceedance probabilities. Regarding the total num-
ber of effects, the highest numbers were estimated at Spo-
leto (central Apennines) and Roccadaspide (southern Italy)
with 93 and 45 effects with intensity ≥ 6 MCS possibly lost,
respectively. For the two localities in northern Italy, the un-
documented effects are 39 in Modena (Po Plain) and only
9 in Susa (western Alps); for the latter, all the events oc-
curred after 1760. The number of estimated undocumented
effects represents an overview of the analysis that does not

consider the differences in terms of exceedance probabil-
ity computed for each event. In fact, the number of ef-
fects estimated at each site changes considerably according
to their probabilities. For example, Fig. 2a shows that at
Susa only one effect with intensity ≥ 6 MCS can be con-
sidered potentially lost with a probability equal to 94 %.
This effect was estimated for the earthquake that occurred
on 26 October 1914 with Mw 5.2, located 26 km from the
site. The value resulting from the IPE was constrained with
four intensity data equal to 6 MCS and one equal to 6–
7 MCS documented at close localities (https://emidius.mi.
ingv.it/CPTI15-DBMI15/eq/19141026_0345_000, last ac-
cess: 3 August 2022). Figure 2b shows that two events have
a higher probability to have produced effects greater than
or equal to 6 MCS at Modena. The first one has a proba-
bility of 76 % and derives from one of the strongest earth-
quakes that occurred in northern Italy, i.e., the 3 January
1117 earthquake ofMw equal to 6.5 and located about 70 km
from Modena (https://emidius.mi.ingv.it/CPTI15-DBMI15/
eq/11170103_1515_000, last access: 3 August 2022). This
probability was estimated through the use of only the IPE
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Figure 3. Probability of undocumented effects with intensity ≥ 8 MCS estimated both with the use of only the IPE (white dots) and with the
Bayesian approach considering also nearby IDPs (black dots) at (a) Susa, (b) Modena, (c) Spoleto and (d) Roccadaspide.

because the macroseismic intensity distribution in DBMI15
(from Guidoboni et al., 2007) shows very scattered data,
and none of these were documented at sites within 20 km
from Modena. The second effect has a probability of 62 %
and is related to the main shock of the 2012 Emilia se-
quence (29 May 2012; Mw 5.9), which struck parts of north-
ern regions (https://emidius.mi.ingv.it/CPTI15-DBMI15/eq/
20120529_0700_000, last access: 3 August 2022). Several
undocumented effects were estimated for the shocks of the
2012 sequence because no intensities were assigned at Mod-
ena for any shock during the macroseismic survey (Tertul-
liani et al., 2012). Figure 2c shows that eight effects with
intensity ≥ 6 MCS can be considered potentially lost at Spo-
leto with a probability greater than 75 %, and all are esti-
mated from earthquakes with epicenters located between 10
and 52 km. For four of these effects, the estimated probabil-
ity is greater than 95 %. All these probabilities are calculated
by constraining the value obtained by the IPE with intensity
values documented at close localities, with the exception of
the earthquake that occurred on 26 October 2016 for which
no IDPs are available within 20 km from Spoleto. Regarding

Roccadaspide (Fig. 2d), four effects have probabilities higher
than 95 % of reaching or exceeding intensity 6 MCS, all con-
strained with the Bayesian approach using the intensity data
documented at close localities.

The exceedance probabilities for higher intensity levels,
i.e., greater than or equal to 7, 8 and 9 MCS, were also cal-
culated and analyzed. Figure 3 reports the results obtained
for intensities greater than or equal to 8 MCS at the same
four sites of Fig. 2. In particular, Fig. 3a and b show that the
earthquakes that might have produced an intensity at least
equal to 6 MCS (Fig. 2a and b) were not able to produce
an intensity ≥ 8 MCS at Susa and Modena. On the other
hand, with regard to Spoleto (Fig. 3c), the earthquake that
occurred on 1 December 1328 with Mw 6.5, at about 27 km
from the site, may have produced an intensity ≥ 8 MCS
with 80 % probability. In this case, the estimate provided
by the IPE was constrained through the intensity 9 MCS
documented (Monachesi, 1987) at a locality very close
to Spoleto (https://emidius.mi.ingv.it/CPTI15-DBMI15/eq/
13281201_0000_000, last access: 3 August 2022). Figure 3d
shows that two effects with intensity≥ 8 MCS can be consid-
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Figure 4. Number of undocumented effects at each selected site with probabilities ≥ 75 % of reaching or exceeding intensity (a) 9, (b) 8,
(c) 7 and (d) 6 MCS.

ered potentially lost with high probability (> 80 %) at Roc-
cadaspide. These effects are related to two events that oc-
curred very close in time, on 31 July and 19 August 1561,
that struck southern Italy with Mw equal to 6.7 and 6.3,
respectively. Both these events were located about 30 km
from the considered site, and macroseismic intensity data are
available at nearby localities that allowed us to constrain the
intensity values obtained with the IPE.

5.2 Geographical distribution of potentially lost effects

As shown in the previous section, each undocumented ef-
fect estimated at a site has different exceedance probabili-
ties for different intensity levels. In this respect, the num-
ber of effects potentially lost at the 228 selected sites can
be quantified selecting a given probability threshold. For this
purpose, at each site, we counted the number of undocu-
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Figure 5. Probability that at least one effect of intensity ≥ (a) 9, (b) 8, (c) 7 and (d) 6 was not documented at the 228 selected sites.

mented effects with probabilities ≥ 75 % (i.e., the third quar-
tile of the entire probability distribution) of reaching or ex-
ceeding intensity levels 6, 7, 8 and 9 MCS (Fig. 4). Fig-
ure 4a shows that one effect was potentially lost at nine lo-
calities assuming a probability threshold equal to 75 % for
intensity ≥ 9 MCS. For one of these sites, i.e., Tarvisio in
northeastern Italy (see Fig. 1), the estimated effect derived
from the earthquake that occurred on 25 January 1348 with
Mw equal to 6.6 and its epicenter very close to the site (less

than 1 km, according to CPTI15). The undocumented effect
estimated at Noto in southeastern Sicily (see Fig. 1) is re-
lated to the Mw 7.3 earthquake that occurred on 11 Jan-
uary 1693 (https://emidius.mi.ingv.it/CPTI15-DBMI15/eq/
16930111_1330_000, last access: 3 August 2022). How-
ever, this effect should not be considered in this analysis be-
cause Noto was rebuilt and relocated after that event, which
struck the Sicilian island causing the total destruction of
many sites, including the site today known as Noto An-
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tica located about 7 km from the present-day town. With
regard to intensities ≥ 8 MCS, Fig. 4b shows that effects
with an exceedance probability of ≥ 75 % are calculated
at 23 localities for a total of 31 potentially lost effects.
In detail, Cittaducale (see Fig. 1), in central Italy, shows
three potentially lost effects: one of these is related to the
poorly constrained (17 IDPs; Guidoboni et al., 2007) event
that occurred on 9 September 1349 in the central Apen-
nines with Mw equal to 6.3 and the epicenter about 19 km
from the site (https://emidius.mi.ingv.it/CPTI15-DBMI15/
eq/13490909_0000_000, last access: 3 August 2022). Fig-
ure 4c shows that for the sites located in a large part of north-
ern Italy, in the Tyrrhenian regions and in the southeastern
region, no effects with an intensity≥ 7 MCS were computed;
on the contrary, 150 potentially lost effects were estimated at
76 sites, principally located along the central Apennines and
in southern Italy. The results obtained for intensity ≥ 6 MCS
are completely different. In fact, as shown in Fig. 4d, the
number of potentially lost effects is 617, estimated at 153
out of 228 sites, located almost everywhere except for some
areas in the central Alps and in the northwestern regions. The
undocumented effects are more than 10 for 10 localities, and
two of these, i.e., Norcia and Amatrice (central Italy; Fig. 1),
are equal to 19 and 17, respectively. In general, the maps in
Fig. 4 show that for some localities placed in parts of north-
western Italy and the central Alps no undocumented effects
were estimated. In contrast, at least one effect that can be
considered potentially lost for intensity ≥ 6 MCS was com-
puted at most of the 228 considered sites, except for 75 sites
mostly located in the same low-seismicity areas. This is con-
sistent with the features of the seismicity of the Italian area,
which shows low seismicity in the western and central Alps
and strong and more frequent events in the central and south-
ern Apennines and Sicily (see Rovida et al., 2020b, 2022b).

Taking into account the different exceedance probabilities
computed at each locality for N undocumented earthquakes,
it was possible to estimate the probability that at least one
effect was not documented at the 228 selected sites for dif-
ferent intensity levels. This represents another way to analyze
the outcomes obtained site by site (Sect. 5.1). Given the ex-
ceedance probabilities pl(Is) relative to the intensity thresh-
old Is for the lth of N earthquakes, the probability L(Is) that
at least one effect with intensity greater than or equal to Is
has been lost is given by

L(Is)= 1−
N∏
l=1

[
1−pl (Is)

]
. (2)

The results of the analysis for different intensity levels Is are
reported in Fig. 5. In particular, the map shown in Fig. 5a
represents the probability that at least one effect of intensity
≥ 9 MCS was not documented at the selected sites: a prob-
ability greater than 5 % was estimated at 41 sites, exceeding
95 % only at five localities, principally located in central and
southern Italy (Amatrice, Cirò, Marsico Nuovo, Piedimonte

Matese and Noto; Fig. 1). Figure 5b shows that the prob-
ability of having at least one effect of intensity ≥ 8 MCS
that can be considered potentially lost is greater than 95 %
at 16 sites in the northeast, in central and southern Italy;
on the contrary, low probabilities (< 5 %) result at a few lo-
calities placed in southern and central Italy and at most of
the sites in the north. The results obtained for lower inten-
sity levels (i.e., intensity 6 and 7 MCS) appear quite dif-
ferent. In fact, the map in Fig. 5c shows that a probability
greater than 50 % of having at least one undocumented ef-
fect with intensity ≥ 7 MCS was estimated at 150 localities;
out of these, 91 sites mostly located in central and southern
Italy have probabilities greater than 95 %. Low probabilities
(< 5 %) result at 18 sites, principally in northern Italy. Re-
garding intensity threshold 6, Fig. 5d shows that the proba-
bility of at least one potentially lost effect exceeds 50 % at
almost the totality of the considered sites (211 out of 228),
whereas lower probabilities (< 25 %) result at only five sites
located in the northwestern regions (Savona, Genova, Impe-
ria, Crescentino, Torino; see Fig. 1 for their location).

6 Discussion and conclusions

This work provides a probabilistic methodology devoted to
the quantitative estimate of the effects of past Italian earth-
quakes that can be considered potentially lost at a sample
set of sites and analyzes the results both at the local (site
by site) and national scale. The results show some gaps in
the macroseismic data contained in DBMI15, despite their
quality and quantity. Indeed, at least one damage effect with
intensity ≥ 6 MCS could be potentially lost with a probabil-
ity greater than 95 % at many of the selected sites (i.e., 173
out of 228). Considering the overall number of potentially
lost effects (Fig. 4), they strongly decrease with increasing
intensity, from 617 of intensity ≥ 6 MCS to 31 of intensity
≥ 8 MCS and just 9 of intensity ≥ 9 MCS. The reason is
that severe damage or destruction suffered at a locality, rep-
resented by intensities 8 and 9 MCS, is more likely to have
been recorded by historical sources. On the contrary, slight
damage, corresponding to intensity 6 MCS, may have left
less significant traces in the historical record of a locality.
Unreported macroseismic data of any intensity might be re-
lated to earthquakes of any size and period, including the
most recent and strong ones. From a geographical point of
view, few undocumented effects were computed at the sites
located in a large part of northwestern Italy, in the central
Alps, and in the southern Adriatic region and Sicily com-
pared to those estimated in central and southern Italy (princi-
pally along the Apennines), independently of the considered
intensity level. These discrepancies are likely representative
of the differences in the seismicity of the Italian territory,
with the number and strength of the earthquakes located in
central and southern Italy clearly greater than in other areas.
However, these results point out that the seismic history of
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one site might be different from the others, also within short
distances. This probably depends on the relative importance
that a locality had through time because the story of main
towns is more documented with respect to minor ones.

The joint analysis of macroseismic intensity data observed
through time in a place and those calculated through an IPE,
constrained with data observed at nearby localities with the
Bayesian procedure described in Antonucci et al. (2021),
provides a general methodology to investigate the knowledge
of seismic histories and to estimate the level of representa-
tiveness of each site in function of the seismicity of a given
area. The results are given in a probabilistic form that allows
considering both the uncertainties related to the assessment
of intensity at a given site and the nature of macroseismic
data (ordinal, discrete and range-limited). Such a procedure
is repeatable and applicable to other regions and contexts.
However, the outcomes are strictly dependent on the number
of earthquakes and the reliability of the parameters contained
in the input seismic catalogue as well as on the adopted IPE,
with its specific functional form and parameters, and the as-
sociated uncertainties. In this regard, particular care should
be given to the interpretation of the results, considering that
the content of a catalogue is progressively less representative
of the actual seismicity going back in time, especially for
small events. This implies that changing both the considered
catalogue and IPE could considerably change the results in
terms of calculated undocumented effects at the sites.

Regardless of these limitations, the analyses show that the
intensity data documented at a given site may not be repre-
sentative of the actual shaking experienced through time even
with an enormous number of macroseismic data, such as in
Italy. Consequently, the use of these data for several seismic
analyses, such as intensity-based seismic hazard assessment
at a local scale and testing of probabilistic seismic hazard
models, should include a careful preliminary analysis of the
representativeness and completeness of macroseismic data at
the sites, regardless of the study area considered. For this pur-
pose, the main future goal will be checking the consistency
of these results with those obtained through an in-depth his-
torical investigation, which is the only way of providing ro-
bust quantitative estimates of the temporal completeness of
the seismic history of a site for different intensity levels.
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